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Abstract
Models for shrinkage in cement concrete are generally used to express volume changes in concrete without external loads.
Shrinkage models which are calibrated for ordinary normal strength concrete with Portland cements are presented and compared.
They were developed using many years’ theoretical and experimental research works which tried to follow the development of
concrete technology and allow for better estimation of this phenomenon. Estimation of shrinkage strains according to ACI 209,
B3, Eurocode 2 models is outlined. For practical application the latest model (Eurocode 2) is adjusted for initial parameters
available at the design stage. Comparison of development over time and final values of shrinkage strain for different models
indicate that the calculated results may differ significantly. Correct calculation of shrinkage strains in concrete structures
sensitive to time-dependent deformations is still very difficult and sometimes requires individually calibrated models. Due to
advances in concrete mixes and types of cements, newly developed models usually estimate higher values of final shrinkage in
ordinary concrete than the previously used models. Adoption of proper magnitude of shrinkage strains in concrete structures is
necessary for their durability and economic design.
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1. Introduction
Concrete shows both stress-dependent and stress
independent behavior. For ordinary concrete, shrinkage was
considered as time-dependent strain in an unloaded specimen
due to the loss of moisture. Many factors influence the
magnitude and rate of shrinkage [1-5, 7-10]. Shrinkage is also
divided into some different types and components which may
cause different stresses and cracking in concrete. Creep
relieves shrinkage stresses and imparts deformability to
concrete.
Many types of shrinkage are described in the literature.
Shrinkage may be plastic, chemical, thermal and drying.
Carbonation shrinkage is another form of shrinkage. Plastic
shrinkage, plastic settlement and part of chemical shrinkage
appear after placing fresh concrete. Most of chemical
shrinkage, thermal and drying shrinkage occur in the hardened
concrete after setting. Chemical shrinkage appears at early age
due to chemical reaction within the cement paste and results in
volume reduction. Autogenous shrinkage used in Eurocode 2
is sometime regarded as a chemical shrinkage at early age.

Autogenous shrinkage is a result of chemical shrinkage due to
chemical hydration of cement and takes place during
hardening. Thermal shrinkage is developed after setting when
hydration temperature gradually dissipates. Thermal
shrinkage and autogenous shrinkage are not dependent on
drying and sometimes are called endogenous shrinkage. For
ordinary concrete the most impotent is drying shrinkage which
is the reduction in volume of a concrete element due to the loss
of water in a drying process. Some components of shrinkage
are not dependent on environmental effects but some are very
dependent. However, it is not necessary to distinguish all
shrinkage components in structural analysis and total
shrinkage strain is used in conventional models. In ordinary
concrete, autogenous shrinkage can only occur in concrete
with low water/cement ratios which were seldom in use at this
range of strength. So autogenous shrinkage is of less
importance in ordinary normal strength concrete and usually is
neglected.
Development of concrete technology and demand of higher
strength concrete on the market, require usage of modern
admixtures and lower w/c ratios in mixes for high-strength
concrete. These concretes are more susceptible to autogenous
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shrinkage and this changes the attitude to shrinkage
components. On the other hand, drying shrinkage is much
smaller in high-strength concretes than in normal-strength
concrete and even in higher humidity does not exist. Correct
prediction of shrinkage strains in concrete structures is still
very difficult and usually some uncertainty is expected. Over
years, shrinkage models were developed to give guidance to
designers and engineers for practical prediction of shrinkage
values [1-11]. The adequate shrinkage assessment for concrete
structures required a range of calibrated models from very
simply to more precise in structures sensitive to
time-dependent deformation.
Models for shrinkage in cement concrete are generally used to
express final shrinkage strain and development over time. For
many years the models have been calibrated for ordinary normal
strength concrete with Portland cements. It was accepted that the
total shrinkage developed during the first few years after the end
of curing and it reached the final value. For this type of models
the author uses the term conventional models to distinguish them
from recent models with broader range of application.
In the paper, such selected conventional concrete models
for shrinkage are outlined and compared [4-10]. Shrinkage
strains calculated according to ACI 209R-92, B3, Eurocode 2
(EC2) models for selected concrete grades are compared in the
paper and discussed. Due to advances in concrete mixes and
types of cements, the European model (EC2) for description of
shrinkage developed autogenous and drying shrinkage as a
sum of both values.
A new fib Model Code 2010 (MC2010) has appeared giving
more explanatory guidance especially for high strength
concrete. It is pronounced that successive models (EC2 and
MC2010) usually estimate higher values of final shrinkage
than the previously developed models. Conventional concrete
models and procedures used for estimation of time dependent
behavior of concrete structures indicate that influence of
shrinkage and its effects may be taken into account rationally
for ordinary normal strength concrete. For higher strength
concrete it is advisable to develop the MC2010 model or to
run tests. Tests are also recommended if composition of
concrete deviates considerably from ordinary concrete.

2. Factors Affecting Shrinkage
Shrinkage in concrete is a complicated physical
phenomenon and there is no one model to describe all
mechanisms of shrinkage while setting and hardening
concrete. In concrete models, shrinkage is described as
independent of creep but it never happens. Large shrinkage
strain induced large creep strain. Shrinkage in concrete is an
unrestrained strain measured on drying and unloaded
specimen. The test data are used to calibrate models.
Many factors influence shrinkage and its component. Until
recently, the basic component of shrinkage was ignored in
normal strength concrete. But it was changed when
high-strength concrete became more popular. Recent models
try to describe shrinkage phenomenon in both concretes,
normal- and high-strength. So, factors influencing shrinkage
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should take into account many parameters including aggregate,
proportions of concrete mix, size of a concrete element,
ambient condition, amount of reinforcement, admixtures, type
of cement and so on. Drying shrinkage is effected by all
factors that impact drying of concrete. Autogenous shrinkage
is influenced by all factors that influence the hydration process
without moisture exchange. Autogenous and drying shrinkage
are additive to total shrinkage.
It is not possible to use all the influencing factors in
shrinkage prediction. Older models used some parameters
from concrete mixtures [4-12]. In recent models like Eurocode
2 and MC 2010, these parameters are replaced by compressive
strength of concrete. The models have limited number of
parameters for simplicity of usage. So the basic influencing
parameters are concrete grade, relative humidity, notional size
of an element, age of concrete at the beginning of drying and
type of cement. Older shrinkage models also use curing
condition and mixture proportioning.
In the majority of code-type models, the number of
influencing factor was significantly reduced in description of
concrete shrinkage to avoid complication of procedures used at
the design stage. While analyzing existing structures, prediction
procedures which include many influencing factors, which are
known, may be developed for better calculation of shrinkage
strains. In the majority of concrete structures, the simplified and
straight procedures allow to estimate the correct final value of
shrinkage strain. For structure sensitive to shrinkage the more
precise models should be used for proper estimation of
shrinkage development over time and its variability.

3. Conventional Models for Shrinkage
The models used for comparison are well described in the
literature [4-10]. They were calibrated on shrinkage data tests
and evaluated for accuracy. In this paper, a comparison for the
chosen models is presented. The ACI 209R-92 model [4, 10]
and Bažant-Baweja B3 model [4, 5] used product type
functions to describe shrinkage and its time dependence. Both
models required concrete mixture parameters. B3 model uses
also mean compressive strength and modulus of elasticity.
ACI 209 model has no limits of concrete grade and may be
applied to normal weight, sand lightweight and all lightweight
concretes. B3 model has the limitation of concrete grade fcm28
≤ 70 MPa and water/cement ratio 0.35÷0.85. The notation
used in the paper is adjusted to the notation used in Eurocode
so in American models are used symbols a little different from
the original ones. The concrete strength class of normal weight
concrete is marked by letter C followed by compressive
cylinder strength fck in MPa (N/mm2) determined on cylinders
150/300 mm. This notation is for the strength classification of
concrete using the designation Cxx.
According to ACI 209 model, the shrinkage strain εcs(t,ts) at
the age t (days) from the start of drying ts is expressed by
,

=

(1)

where εcsh is the ultimate shrinkage strain, (t-ts) is the
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duration of drying, f and α are constant, depending on the
type of curing and member shape and size.
In ACI 209 model, the time ratio does not differentiate
between drying, carbonation and carbon shrinkage.
According to B3 model the shrinkage strain εcs(t,ts) at the age t
(days) from the start of drying ts is given by
,

(2)

where εcs∞ is the ultimate shrinkage strain, kRH is the humidity
dependence factor, S(t-ts) is the time function for shrinkage.
Shrinkage has a negative sign in the original formula.
Eurocode 2 [8, 9] includes sum type functions for
estimation of total shrinkage strain including the drying
shrinkage strain εcd and the autogenous shrinkage strain εca
(Eq. 3). EC2 model does not use concrete mixture parameters
which are represented by concrete strength and a type of
cement. The model is valid for normal- and high-strength
concrete up to 90 MPa. The total shrinkage strain εcs is
calculated from the formula

,

(3)

For structures where the effects of shrinkage are not
significant, shrinkage strain may be estimated, using a
simplified procedure from Section 3 of EC2 Part 1-1 [8] which
included two tables for the estimation of final drying
shrinkage strain εcd∞ and an expression to calculate the final
autogenous shrinkage strain εca∞ depending on concrete
strength. Drying shrinkage is dependent on the environmental
conditions, concrete strength, cement class and notional size.
When the development of drying shrinkage with time is of
interest, there are also time functions given for the analysis.
For the presentation of shrinkage, the three models are used to
compare the magnitude and time development. The ACI 209
model, the B3 model and the EC 2 model are compared using
the same parameters as the initial data (Figs 1÷3). Eurocode 2
considers that basic shrinkage and drying shrinkage may be
calculated as independent, partially for high strength
concretes.

Fig. 1. Shrinkage strain εcs(t,ts) according to ACI 209 model for concretes: a) C20 and b) C60, at relative humidity RH = 50 and 80%.

Two of the models (ACI 209 and EC2-2) may be used to
describe shrinkage in high-strength concrete. In the ACI 209
model and the B3 model, shrinkage is dependent and
calculated, using a product type formula. EC2 models use a
sum function for estimated total shrinkage strain. For
consistency, the results of calculations are presented for
selected parameters which are the same for the concretes used
for comparison. Shrinkage strains are presented for concrete
which start to dry at ts = 3, 5, 7, 14, 28, 60, 90, 180, 360, 700
and 1400 days after casting for C20 and C60 concrete grades,
at relative humidity 50 and 80%, and for notional member size

h0 = 100 mm. Two mixture receipts are used to be consistent
with American models.
The time development of shrinkage strain predicted by the
ACI 209 model for two concrete grades and the initial data are
presented in Fig. 1. For normal strength concrete, the final
shrinkage strain values are established at age t = 70 years as
for Eurocode 2 and t = 105 days for high strength concretes.
For the same data, the family of shrinkage strains versus time
curves according to Bažant-Baweja B3 model are presented in
Fig. 2. The B3 model predicts shrinkage strain of
ordinary-strength concrete on Portland cement (fcm28 = 17÷70
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MPa). The curves on Fig. 2 b) are plotted for maximum
concrete strength allowed in B3 model. The comparison for
shrinkage strain development and the magnitude according to
Eurocode 2 models are given in Fig. 3 for the same parameters
as for previous models.
Models used in Eurocode 2 develop a sum function for
estimated total shrinkage strain for the first time in codes. For
normal strength concrete the model embedded in EC2 Part 1-1
[8] is used (Fig. 3 a) and for high strength concrete, the model
from EC2 Part 2 [9] is developed (Fig. 3 b). As excepted,
autogenous shrinkage is of small importance in normal
strength concrete and only drying shrinkage is of practical
significance (Fig. 3 a). As high-strength concrete is considered,
it is quite opposite and autogenous component of shrinkage
may exceed the drying one. The drying component even
disappears for higher humidity (Fig. 3 b). There is some
discontinuity in curves describing high strength shrinkage at
the age of 28 days because different relations are developed
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for time t < 28 days and t ≥ 28 days.
The compared models are physically consistent at the time
when they were elaborated and they try to avoid some
shortcomings in the former models by taking into
consideration concrete technology development, but they can
still be used for conventional concrete with some exceptions.
All the models predict total shrinkage strain. The oldest and
the simplest is ACI 209 model, it also gives reasonable values
for high-strength concrete. Recent checking research for high
strength concrete indicates that the ACI 209 model seems to
be quite fit for shrinkage prediction but with lower correlation.
Calculated strains are a little smaller than the measured strains
[10]. The new attitude given in Eurocode 2 is followed in a
new fib Model Code 2010 where drying and basic shrinkage
are used to express the total shrinkage strain [13, 14]. It is
necessary to apply such a formula when high strength concrete
is considered.

Fig. 2. Shrinkage strain εcs(t,ts) according to B3 model for concretes: a) C20 and b) C60, at relative humidity RH = 50 and 80%.
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Fig. 3. Shrinkage strain εcs(t,ts) according to EC2 model for concretes: a) C20 and b) C60, at relative humidity RH = 50 and 80%.

4. Comparison for Shrinkage
Calculation of shrinkage strain by three different models
shows the differences between the results. For consistency,
the results of comparison are presented for selected
parameters which are the same for the concretes used for
comparison. Shrinkage strains are presented for concrete
curing 7 days after casting, at relative humidity 50 and 80%,
and for notional member size h0 = 100 mm. For concrete
grades higher than C16, rapid hardening high-strength
cement is used. In all models, the shrinkage strain in high
strength concrete (HSC) is lower than in normal strength
concrete (NSC). The ACI 209 and B3 models are very
sensitive to concrete mix composition, and for different
mixes and the same concrete grade, different values of
shrinkage strain are obtained.
Models in the Eurocode 2 are independent of concrete
mixes but dependent on the type of cement. The final values
of shrinkage strain εsh(∞,ts) versus concrete strength
according to EC2 models are shown in Fig. 4. There is some
discontinuity in the developed models for normal-strength

and high-strength concrete. The graphs clearly show that the
amount of shrinkage strain is dependent on the concrete
grade. Higher grade concretes may be used not only to
increase durability but also to control shrinkage. Shrinkage
strain for normal strength concrete has a decreasing value
with increasing strength class of concrete but for high
strength concrete at humidity RH higher than 80% it may be
increasing value. However, there is still some doubt about
the shrinkage strains for upper limits of high-strength
concrete. Recent research emphasize that there is no
continuous decreasing of shrinkage strain with higher
concrete strength [14].
A comparison of the shrinkage strain development over
time εsh(t,ts) which is described by three models: ACI, B3 and
EC2 is presented in Figure 5. Shrinkage strains are calculated
for the same parameters given earlier. Higher values of
shrinkage strain predicted at lower humidity are remarkable
for both concretes. The development and the magnitude of
shrinkage for normal strength concretes according to these
models are quite good. For high strength concrete, EC2 gives
lower values.

Fig. 4. Final shrinkage strain εcs(∞,ts) according to EC2 models versus concrete grades, at relative humidity RH = a) 50% and b) 80%.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of shrinkage strain εcs(t,ts) development according to ACI 209, B3, Eurocode 2 for concretes: a) C20 and c) C60, at relative humidity RH =
50 and 80%.

Shrinkage strains approach the final values in B3 and EC2
models despite of the duration of curing (Figs 2 and 3). This is
not in the case of ACI 209 model (Fig. 1) where the final
shrinkage strain is dependent on the curing time. EC2 model
for high strength concrete gives lower values of shrinkage
strain than American models (Fig. 5 b). In all the models
shrinkage strain curves possess final asymptotic values. The
models are different for initial data and are trying to improve
previous models.

5. Conclusions
The shrinkage models are presented and compared in terms
of better understanding of code-related shrinkage models. The
models allows for estimation of shrinkage strain in normal
strength concrete. In the models, an effort was also made to
represent varying characteristics of high strength concretes
but in different ranges. ACI 209 and B3 models use a limited
number of factors, describing concrete mixture. In EC2,
concrete mixture parameters are represented by concrete
strength and the type of cement. It is difficult to compare the
models directly as they were calibrated individually on
available sets of data. The models were calibrated for ordinary
normal strength concrete. So adaption for higher strength
concrete required checking of usability for ACI 209 model,
introduction of a new model in EC2 part 2 and limitation of
usability for B3 model.
Every shrinkage prediction model has some advantages and
disadvantages. Their common feature is the possibility to
estimate shrinkage strain in concrete structures based on
simple parameters available at the design stage. They also give
the possibility to calculate time development of shrinkage
strain where it is necessary. Development of simple
procedures is characteristic for other conventional models,
like Gardner-Lockman [4] or Gilbert model [2]. Simplified
procedure is also given in fib MC 2010 published in 2013 [13,
14] but the sum-type formula for calculation of shrinkage
strain is maintained.

With introduction of higher grades of concrete, the attitude
to shrinkage components is gradually changing. Neglecting of
autogenous shrinkage is no longer possible as its magnitude is
higher than drying shrinkage. Advances in concrete
technology and wider application of high-strength concrete
require adjustment and calibration of existing conventional
models and creation of new models [12-16].
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